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Taiwanese painter, poet Lo Ching is a Fulbright scholar-in-residence this semester. This is his first American teaching 
experience. While at the University, he will teach classes, lead workshops and exhibit his work. 
An interdisciplinary approach 
Painting, poetry merge in Taiwanese scholar's art and teaching 
As a Fulbright-scholar-in-resi- 
dence this semester, Lo Ching 
will share with students decades 
of his work as one of Taiwan's leading 
modern poets, painters and literary 
critics. He sees this — his first Ameri- 
can teaching experience — as the ideal 
time for a retrospective of his study and 
research. 
"It will be a sort of performance for 
Western audiences," he says. 
Internationally known, Lo brings to 
the University a modern, interdiscipli- 
nary view of the arts. He is an accom- 
plished poet, having published 10 col- 
lections. He is a lauded painter, having 
exhibited throughout Asia and in the 
United States, Canada, Germany, 
England and Belgium. 
Lo came to the University at the 
invitation of Joseph R. Allen, Ph.D., 
director of East Asian Studies and a 
translator of some of Lo's works. 
"He has much to offer to students, 
faculty and the community," says Allen. 
"His work crosses so many lines. It is 
serious and academic, creative and 
humorous. Students don't often have the 
opportunity to meet this kind of artist 
and the fact that he comes from Asia 
makes the experience even more benefi- 
cial." 
Lo's artistic journey began as a 
painter in middle school. He added 
poetry to his repertoire during his junior 
year at Fu-jen University. Because the 
dormitory rooms were too cramped for 
large canvases, Lo instead began creat- 
ing verbal sketches, poems. Though he 
began to work with each medium at 
distinct times in his life, he sees poetry 
and painting as inextricably entwined. In 
the Chinese tradition, he explained, there 
is no distinction between the two. 
"The borderline between poetry and 
painting is really very vague," says Lo. 
"In poetry, there is meaning beyond the 
words and in painting, there is meaning 
beyond the canvas." 
In fact, the Chinese .tradition calls for 
writing on a painting. A poem, parallel 
to the image, is inscribed on the canvas. 
It wasn't until Lo came to the United 
States that he realized there was a clear- 
cut difference between the two. 
While here, Lo will employ that same 
interdisciplinary approach in teaching 
two classes and one workshop. In "Top- 
ics in Modern Chinese Painting," an art 
history and archaeology class, he is 
offering students a retrospective of 20th- 
century Chinese painting from the view 
of both a painter and a collector. 
He is co-teaching a comparative 
literature class with William H. 
Matheson, Ph.D., professor of compara- 
tive literature. The class will take an 
interdisciplinary view of what will 
follow post-modern literature. Eleven 
guest lecturers — from psychology to 
philosophy — will discuss how post- 
modernism will evolve into the 21st 
century. 
Lo will work with faculty and stu- 
dents in the Collaborative Print Shop, 
producing a series of lithographic prints. 
Continued on page 6 
Campus celebrates cultural diversity 
F rom understanding bigotry and how to combat it, to highlighting the food, fashions and lives of different 
ethnic groups, this year's Cultural Celebra- 
tion is designed to unite the entire Washing- 
ton University community. 
The annual weeklong event highlights 
the diversity of cultures through a variety of 
programs. Cultural Celebration will be held 
Feb. 8-12 on campus. All events are free 
and open to the public, unless otherwise 
noted. 
"Cultural Celebration highlights more 
than cultural diversity — it is a celebration 
of community," says Tracy Swatts 
Whitfield, the Campus Y program director 
who is helping students organize the event. 
"Through teamwork and group responsibil- 
ity, students from varied racial and ethnic 
cultures put into action the shared vision of 
a unified global campus community." 
Comedian and social critic Bertice 
Berry will deliver the Cultural Celebration 
Lecture at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Feb. 10, in 
Graham Chapel. Her talk is titled "But 
Some of My Best Friends Are: The Exist- 
ence of Bigotry Around Us — Toward a 
Broader Perspective." 
Following Berry's talk, a reception in her 
honor will be held in Brown Hall Lounge. 
At 7 p.m. Feb. 10 in The Gargoyle, 
Mallinckrodt Center, she will perform a 
comedy routine during an international 
coffee and teahouse. A live band will 
perform during the event. 
Berry, who received her doctorate in 
sociology from Kent State University in 
1988, is a former university professor. For 
the past four years as a Chicago-based 
comedian, she has used humor in discuss- 
ing such topics as racism, sexism and self- 
esteem. She is a regular guest writer for the 
Chicago Tribune, addressing such topics as 
racism, color discrimination within the 
black community, and Hollywood's depic- 
tion of violence against women. 
Continued on page 6 
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Through a unique collaboration, 
the legendary Actors Studio of 
New York will send several actor/ 
teachers to the University each spring 
semester to conduct workshops and 
seminars. Washington University's 
Performing Arts Department has become 
the first group to form such an affilia- 
tion in the studio's 45-year history. 
This collaboration has been made 
possible by author and playwright A.E. 
Hotchner, a 1940 Washington University 
alumnus who has very close ties to the 
Actors Studio. Hotchner, an active 
supporter of the University, contributed 
financially to bring the Actors Studio 
here. 
Under the terms of the collaboration, 
the studio will send several actor/teach- 
ers to campus each year. Each master 
teacher will conduct a student workshop 
and a faculty seminar for two weeks. 
The four teachers who will be coming 
to the University this year are Vivian 
Nathan, Feb. 8-21; Ellen Burstyn, Feb. 
22-March 7; Carlton Collier, March 15- 
28; and Shelley Winters, March 29-April 
11. Artistic director Frank Corsaro also 
will come to campus to deliver a lecture 
and conduct a workshop at some point 
during the semester. 
"We are thrilled to have such an 
exciting program here at Washington 
University," says Henry I. Schvey, Ph.D., 
chair of the Performing Arts Depart- 
ment. "This will provide a once-in-a- 
lifetime opportunity for our students and 
faculty. I hope it marks the beginning of 
a long and mutually beneficial collabo- 
ration. All the members of the faculty 
deeply appreciate Mr. Hotchner's gener- 
ous support of our program and help in 
adding this new element to the depart- 
ment." 
The Actors Studio, under the direc- 
tion of Lee Strasberg in the 1950s and 
1960s, was the 
most influential 
school for stage 
and film acting 








Ellen Burstyn technique, 
which came to be known as "The 
Method" or "method acting." Some of 
the studio's most monumental alumni 
include Marlon Brando, Burstyn, Robert 
De Niro, James Dean, Paul Newman, Al 
Pacino and Winters. 
Hotchner's generosity has supported 
numerous other projects at Washington 
University, including a 1991 conference 
on the work of Ernest Hemingway and 
an annual student playwriting competi- 
tion and production of the winning play 
Continued on page 6 
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Medical Update 
Making a mental note to remember 
Study shows silent repetition aids short-term recall 
When your boss gives you five 
tasks to complete before lunch, 
how do you keep the instruc- 
tions fresh in your mind? If you call direc- 
tory assistance for a telephone number, but 
don't have a pen to write it down, what do 
you do to remember the number until you 
can dial it? 
To retain the boss' instructions or the 
telephone number, you most likely would 
either repeat them to yourself several times 
or visualize them in your mind. This is 
relying on what is known as "scratch-pad 
memory," short-term memory that pro- 
vides temporary recall of information. 
Recently, researchers at the Washington 
University School of Medicine found that 
scratch-pad memory works best when 
people silently repeat the information 
instead of trying to visualize what the 
words or numbers look like. 
"We investigated this process of hold- 
ing information temporarily in your mind 
by looking at the brain regions that are 
active when normal people try to remem- 
ber five words or word-like items for 
about a minute," said Steven E. Petersen, 
Ph.D., who conducted the study. "We 
found those people who silently repeated 
words over and over performed better than 
those who attempted to remember what 
the words looked like." 
Petersen says recent research in reading 
disabilities like developmental dyslexia 
emphasizes the importance of mentally 
processing visual information so that it is 
speech based. His findings on short-term 
memory may have practical applications 
as scientists learn more about how the 
brain contributes to reading disabilities, he 
notes. 
Petersen, who is associate professor of 
anatomy, neurology and neurobiology at 
the medical school, presented the findings 
at the annual meeting of the Society for 
Neurosciences in October. Also involved 
in the study were David A. Balota, Ph.D., 
associate professor of psychology; Julie 
Fiez and Elizabeth A. Raife, research 
assistants; and Marcus E. Raichle, M.D, 
professor of radiology, neurology and 
neurological surgery. 
Measuring brain activity 
In their study, the team used positron 
emission tomography (PET) to measure 
changes in the cerebral blood flow of 12 
volunteers as they performed either a 
memory task or a fixation task. For the 
memory task, volunteers viewed five 
words on a computer screen for 1.5 sec- 
onds each, with one second intervals 
between words, prior to the start of the 
PET scan. Each person was instructed to 
try to remember the five words during the 
40-second scan while staring at a small 
cross on the computer screen. After the 40- 
second scan, the volunteers were asked to 
recite the words they could remember. 
To ensure that the PET scanner mea- 
sured brain activity related solely to the 
memory task and not to other experiences, 
such as staring at the computer screen or 
listening to the scanner, volunteers were 
scanned while performing a low-level 
fixation task to control for extraneous 
activity. After the memory task, research- 
ers took control images as volunteers 
stared at the cross. "When the brain activ- 
ity from the fixation task is subtracted 
away, we see the parts of the brain that 
change in activity when the subject tries to 
hold words in memory," Petersen says. 
The memory-fixation task activated a 
right frontal area and two motor areas 
usually related to movement, medial 
supplementary motor cortex (SMA) and 
left premotor cortex. Previous PET studies 
have shown that the two motor areas are 
more active in a task requiring subjects to 
repeat aloud written or spoken words 
compared with passively reading or listen- 
ing to words. Increased activity to the two 
motor areas and decreased activity to an 
area responsible for actual mouth move- 
ments suggests that subjects used a silent, 
internal articulatory strategy to remember 
the words, Petersen says. 
Remembering nonwords 
In addition to real words, Petersen's group 
scanned subjects performing the same 
memory task as they tried to remember 
pretend words like "floop" that followed 
the spelling rules of English,The task 
activated three of the same areas (right 
frontal, left premotor and SMA) that were 
activated for memory of real words, but 
there also was activation of an area re- 
sponsible for attention, the medial anterior 
cingulate. Each subject correctly recalled 
all five real words, but six of the 12 sub- 
jects missed one or two nonwords. The 
nonword memory task was more difficult 
for subjects than the real-word memory 
task, Petersen says. "The subjects have 
never seen the nonwords before. How the 
nonwords look and how they sound are 
the only information available for the 
subject to remember." 
Petersen separated the subjects into two 
groups based on their performance in the 
nonword task: good performers and bad 
performers. Good performers showed 
increased activity in the left premotor 
area; poor performers showed increased 
activity in the visual cortex. "The subjects 
who had difficulty remembering the 
information we had given them used a 
visual strategy in addition to an 
articulatory rehearsal strategy to remem- 
ber the items," says Petersen. "This result 
suggests that people who use only an 
articulatory strategy to temporarily re- 
member information might be more 
successful." 
The results of this study confirm exist- 
ing research, Petersen says. Experiments 
with monkeys have shown that frontal 
cortex is essential for performance on 
short-term memory tasks, and Petersen's 
study found a frontal cortical area to be 
active when engaged in a memory task for 
both words and nonwords. In addition, 
behavioral experiments have shown that 
people perform poorly on memory tasks 
when the items rhyme, for example, tree, 
flea, key. People also recall fewer items 
when they are required to repeat irrelevant 
speech sounds such as "the, the, the" while 
trying to remember a list of items. 
Petersen says both findings suggest a 
speech-based strategy is most often used 
to remember spoken and written items. 
Petersen says the study results require 
further investigation. In his study, words 
and nonwords were presented visually on a 
computer screen to volunteers. The next 
step, he says, is to investigate how brain 
activity during the same memory task 
would be affected if words and nonwords 
were spoken. In addition, he would like to 
know if the group of poor performers 
would still rely on visualization to remem- 
ber spoken words. Finally, he says, experi- 
ments need to be designed to further study 
the role of the frontal cortex in human 
working memory. 
—Kleila Carlson 
Kornfeld receives first E. Donnall Thomas Prize 
Stuart Kornfeld, M.D, professor of 
medicine and of biochemistry and 
molecular biophysics at the School of 
Medicine, has been named the first recipi- 
ent of the E. Donnall Thomas Prize by the 
American Society of Hematology. The 
newly created award honors outstanding 
contributions to the field of hematology. 
Kornfeld's groundbreaking discoveries 
have led to a better understanding of how 
sugar chains 
attached to 
proteins act as 
signals to direct 
protein traffick- 
ing, the funda- 
mental process 
cells use to route 
proteins to their 
correct destina- 
tions within the 
cell. His early 
Stuart Kornfeld research uncov- 
ered the structures of many sugar chains 
and the steps involved in forming sugar 
chains linked to the amino acid asparagine. 
Kornfeld conducted much of this early 
work in collaboration with his wife, 
Rosalind Kornfeld, Ph.D., professor of 
medicine and of biochemistry and molecu- 
lar biophysics. The two received MERIT 
status from the National Institutes of 
Health in 1990, which awards them unin- 
terrupted financial support for five years to 
continue work on the biochemistry of 
glycoproteins., 
Kornfeld is best known for discovering 
how lysosomal enzymes are routed to 
lysosomes, the cell structures that break up 
and eliminate waste. Defects in this dis- 
posal system can cause rare disorders 
called lysosomal storage disorders. 
Kornfeld's lab discovered two enzymes 
involved in adding a specific carbohydrate 
marker to lysosomal enzymes. In normal 
cells, this marker tells carrier proteins to 
deliver lysosomal enzymes to the lysos- 
omes. He found that people with a lysoso- 
mal storage disorder called I Cell disease 
lack one of the marking enzymes. He went 
on to discover another chemical signal that 
allows the two marking enzymes to distin- 
guish lysosomal enzymes from the many 
others in the cell. The work forms a basis 
for understanding how signal markers 
function and for developing diagnostic 
techniques and treatments for diseases 
caused by defective signals. 
He received his medical degree from 
Washington University in 1962, spent two 
years as a research associate at the National 
Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Dis- 
eases, then returned to join the Washington 
University faculty in 1966. He became a 
professor of medicine in 1972. Since the 
mid-1970s, he has shared the post of co- 
director of the hematology division with 
Philip Majerus, M.D. He also directs the 
Medical Scientist Training Program. 
During his career, Kornfeld has pub- 
lished more than 160 scientific journal 
articles. He has received numerous honors, 
including the 1991 Passano Foundation 
Award, shared with William Sly, M.D, 
professor and chairman of biochemistry at 
St. Louis University School of Medicine. 
Kornfeld is a member of several honorary 
societies such as the National Academy of 
Sciences, the Institute of Medicine, the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences 
and the Association of American Physi- 
cians, and has served on numerous edito- 
rial and advisory boards. 
Volunteers needed 
for diabetes studies 
Researchers at the School of Medicine 
are seeking volunteers for several stud- 
ies involving new treatments for diabetes. 
One group needs patients with non- 
insulin-dependent diabetes to volunteer for 
studies involving the investigational medica- 
tion Miglitol, a drug that interferes with rapid 
absorption of carbohydrates and may prevent 
the rise in glucose that many diabetics expe- 
rience after eating. 
Participants in studies may receive free 
medical exams and tests as well as free 
glucose meters for home use and cash sti- 
pends. For more information, call the Wash- 
ington University Diabetes and Hypertension 
Study Group at (314) 362-8681. 
Perez honored for 
oncology research 
Carlos A. Perez, M.D, director of the 
Radiation Oncology Center at 
Washington University's Mallinckrodt 
Institute of Radiology, has received the 
1992 Gold Medal Award from the Ameri- 
can Society for Therapeutic Radiologists 
and Oncologists (ASTRO). 
ASTRO, the largest society of radia- 
tion oncologists in the world, has given 
the award since 1977 to recognize out- 
standing contributions to the field of 
radiation oncology. At 58, Perez is one of 
the youngest to receive the award. 
Perez, professor of radiology, is well 
known for his work in radiation oncology. 
For the past 30 years, he has studied a 
wide variety of cancers, including pedia- 
tric neoplasms, gynecologic cancers and 
cancers of the head and neck, breast, 
prostate and lung. He joined the School 
of Medicine faculty in 1964 as an in- 
structor and became a professor in 1972. 
In addition to directing Mallinckrodt 
Institute's Radiation Oncology Center, he 
also directs the medical school's radiation 
oncology division. He serves as radiation 
oncologist-in-chief at Barnes Hospital 
and holds affiliations with four other St. 
Louis-area hospitals. 
Throughout his career, Perez has been 
a strong advocate of the human aspect of 
medicine. He helped found the Cancer 
Information Center at Washington Uni- 
versity Medical Center in 1977. The 
center provides medical information and 
emotional support for cancer patients, 
their families and friends. It was the first 
resource center of its kind and now 
serves as a model for similar facilities 
around the world. 
Perez has published more than 230 
scientific journal articles and has contrib- 
uted to 43 textbooks. He was president 
of ASTRO in 1982 and is a former 
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Pepose brings wide focus to ophthalmology 
In Aesop's fable of the tortoise and the hare, the 
persistent, slow-moving reptile eventually wins its 
race against the faster, but lazier hare. In the real-life 
story of Jay S. Pepose, M.D., Ph.D., the tortoise is 
important not at the finish of the race, but at the start. 
Pepose is a professor of ophthalmology and associate 
professor of pathology at the School of Medicine. When he 
was an undergraduate at Brandeis University majoring in 
biology, he spent a summer working in a laboratory at Albert 
Einstein College of Medicine in New York City. One of his 
teachers was Roy Bellhorn, a veterinary ophthalmologist. 
"It was wild working with him," Pepose recalls. "One day I 
assisted him in remov- 
ing a cataract from a 
tortoise. That was far 
afield from his usual 
laboratory research. A 
lady brought in a pet 
tortoise that was blind, 
and we performed 
cataract surgery!" 
Pepose says his 
experiences that 
summer sparked his 
interest in vision care. 
He received both a 
bachelor's degree in 
biology and a master's 
degree in neurophysi- 
ology in 1975. Then 
he enrolled at the 
University of Califor- 
nia, Los Angeles, 
where he received a 
doctorate in the study 
of immunology and 
virology in 1980 and 
a medical degree in 
1982. He went on to 
the Johns Hopkins 
Hospital for clinical 
training in ophthal- 
mology at the Wilmer 
Institute. 
Although in a field in which it is not uncommon for a 
researcher to devote an entire career to a highly specialized 
area, Pepose divides his time among several pursuits. He 
has collaborated on research with investigators from nearly 
every department at the medical school. "I have a lot of 
interests, and I focus at different times on different areas. It 
is a challenge, and it becomes more of a challenge the 
more involved I get in different things," he says. 
He's no longer treating turtles, but Pepose still removes 
cataracts, usually in patients who have other complications. 
"I may perform cataract surgery on a patient who has only 
one eye, or I might do it in conjunction with a comeal 
transplant. In some cases, I'll do a straightforward cataract 
operation, but if you look at the operating schedule, it's 
unusual to have an uncomplicated case referred here," 
Pepose explains. 
Uncomplicated characterizes his work about as accu- 
rately as clumsy characterizes Baryshnikov. Pepose is 
involved in very complicated pursuits, from delicate eye 
surgery, to the study of immune system responses in the 
eye. In the operating room, he most frequently performs 
corneal transplants, but he has recently begun to branch out 
into refractive surgery. Pepose is the principal investigator at 
Washington University in an FDA-sponsored clinical trial 
of the excimer laser. One of 10 such investigators in the 
United States, he has treated 30 patients a year with the 
excimer, resculpting their corneas to correct nearsighted- 
ness. Until the excimer gets the final nod from the FDA, 30 
is the annual limit. 
Pepose believes the excimer laser holds great promise, 
not only for nearsighted patients but also for patients with 
corneal scars or related problems. He says the excimer, 
combined with computerized corneal mapping technology 
and the use of small masks for the eye, could allow clini- 
cians to someday resculpt the cornea to provide excellent 
uncorrected eyesight. 
"I can envision a day where a patient would sit before a 
corneascope for a computerized picture of the eye. We 
could then map the topographic contour of the cornea with 
the computer. Then, taking that computer analysis, we could 
fashion a mold for a mask that is suspended over the eye to 
fire the laser through to sculpt and reshape the cornea for 
perfect vision," he says. The mask, he explains, would be 
thicker where less tissue should be excised by the laser, 
thinner at the points where more tissue removal is required. 
"The laser would break through the thin parts first and 
allow the surgeon to reshape the cornea in exactly the ways 
required to accurately focus light onto the retina of the eye. 
That would allow us to correct whatever refractive problem 
a patient might have: nearsightedness, farsightedness, or 
patients with astigmatism," Pepose says. "I think that day 
will come, and I think it will come before the end of this 
decade. These ablatable masks are already in phase one 
FDA trials." 
The excimer laser already has been approved to remove 
scar tissue in the cornea. The scarring can be caused by a 
number of things, but a major culprit is the herpes simplex 
virus. A vast majority of Americans are infected with the 
virus, which can result in cold sores or skin lesions. Some 
also suffer from herpes infection in the eye. "It's the most 
common cause of corneal blindness in industrialized 
nations," Pepose explains. "There are about 400,000 cases 
in this country right now." 
'What happens so frequently 
in clinical medicine is that 
we do things the same way 
over and over... I like 
to apply basic science to 
clinical problems." 
As both a clinician who specializes in treatment of 
corneal problems and a bench scientist who has studied 
virology and immunology, Pepose is well suited for what 
has become a major focus of his lab work — herpes re- 
search. "We know that the scarring of the cornea is caused 
by the body's immune response to the herpes virus. Now 
we'd like to define what chemical and molecular triggers 
attract the immune cells to the eye and contribute to the 
scarring. We need to learn what we can do to block and 
modulate that immune response," he says. 
It was thought for many years that the eye was different 
from the rest of the body, isolated from the immune sys- 
tem. The concept that the eye was "immunologically 
privileged" assumed that when antigens were introduced in 
the eye, they were simply not recognized. That traditional 
way of thinking, says Pepose, was wrong. 
"The eye has many special factors that down regulate 
immune responses, but if you introduce an antigen into the 
eye, the body still recognizes it. Cells migrate from the eye 
to the regional lymph nodes and the spleen to begin a local 
and systemic immune response. It's just that in the special- 
ized environment of the eye there are a number of mecha- 
nisms that limit the response of effector immune cells," 
Pepose explains. 
Also, he says, it makes teliologic sense that the eye 
would not want the footsoldiers of the immune system — 
T-cells, macrophages and their brethren — invading the 
eye. "If there is an infection, the eye cannot afford to have 
large numbers of invading immune cells because their 
products would also destroy visual function," he says. In 
the course of eradicating the infection from the eye, the 
immune cells would also cause damage and opafication of 
normally transparent media. To keep that from happening, 
Pepose says, the eye has evolved other special mechanisms 
for protection from microbes and pathogens that do not 
involve cell-mediated immunity. 
When the herpes virus attacks the cornea, the immune 
response may be vehement and overcome the mechanisms 
of downregulation peculiar to the eye. Pepose is using a 
mouse model to learn how the virus is able to establish 
latency in nerve cells in the brain that innervate the eye and 
occasionally reactivate and cause immune-mediated cor- 
neal scarring. He hopes the research will ultimately pro- 
duce a therapy that can either prevent reactivation or keep 
the herpes virus from colonizing the nerve cells in the 
region of the visual 
cortex known as the 
trigeminal ganglia. 
During the next few 
months, he will be 
testing herpes 
vaccines in herpetic 
mice to make sure 
the vaccines are not 
as damaging to the 
eye as he thinks they 
potentially could be. 
"One thing that 
concerns me is that 
many of these 
vaccines work by 
revving up the 
immune system. So 
far there is no tested 
herpes virus vaccine 
that actually pre- 
vents a person from 
acquiring the virus. 
In other words, the 
vaccines only limit 
the amount of 
disease you will get 
when the herpes 
virus reactivates. 
The problem in the 
eye is that if you rev 
up the immune 
system, you might 
override some of the natural protective mechanisms of the 
eye. Even if you limit productive herpes infection as a 
result of vaccination, this could result in attracting more T- 
cells and macrophages to the cornea and cause worse 
scarring in the cornea than the virus normally would," he 
says. 
Pepose says many drug companies in designing herpes 
virus vaccines have not adequately considered the potential 
impact of vaccines on herpes in the eye. Instead, the vac- 
cines were geared to the control of genital herpes. The key 
to any safe herpes simplex vaccine, he says, is to find a 
way to increase the immune response in the body, without 
overriding the natural defense mechanisms of the eye. 
Pepose says the news about the herpes virus is not all 
bad. He believes it might someday play an important 
therapeutic role in the eye. Working with David Leib, 
Ph.D., assistant professor of ophthalmology and molecular 
microbiology, Pepose is investigating the use of mutated 
non-replicative herpes viruses as vehicles for the delivery 
of gene therapy in the eye and retina. 
Herpes, which tends to settle in nerve cells, can estab- 
lish latency and might live for long periods without ever 
reactivating. Pepose and Leib are attempting to engineer a 
virus that would establish latency in nerve cells of the 
retina but, unlike the live herpes simplex virus, could not 
reactivate to cause tissue damage in the eye. Such a virus 
could perhaps deliver therapeutic genes to cells in the 
retina of the eye and help patients who suffer from inher- 
ited genetic defects such as retinitis pigmentosa, possibly 
reversing the disease in the process. 
"It's a promising area," Pepose says. "It's also a good 
example of using basic science to try to attack a specific 
clinical problem. I think that theoretically it may be a 
viable option, but we still have to translate that to reality 
and test the hypothesis." 
That kind of scientific testing is what Pepose likes most. 
"What happens so frequently in clinical medicine is that 
we do things the same way over and over because that's the 
way it's always been done. I like to apply basic science to 
clinical problems," he explains. That principle, he says, 
unites his work from research with the herpes virus to 
investigational surgery with the excimer laser to his job as 
medical director of the eye bank of the Mid-America 
Transplant Association. 
"It isn't the fact that I'm an ophthalmologist that allows 
me to work in all of those areas," Pepose says. "I'm an 
ophthalmologist trained in basic science with a background 
in infectious disease. That's what makes it possible for me 
to work in so many different areas. That's what keeps it 
interesting." — Jim Dryden 
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Calendar Feb. 4-13 
Lectures 
Thursday, Feb. 4 
Noon. Dept. of Genetics seminar, "Genome 
Evolution," Phil Green, assoc. prof., Dept. 
of Genetics, WU School of Medicine. 
Room 816 McDonnell Medical Sciences 
Bldg. 
Noon. Dept. of Molecular Biology and 
Pharmacology seminar, "Antigen-induced 
T Cell Suicide and the Regulation of the 
Mature Immune Response," John H. 
Russell, assoc. prof, Dept. of Molecular 
Biology and Pharmacology, WU School of 
Medicine. The Philip Needleman Library, 
Room 3907 South Bldg. 
Noon. Pediatric Research seminar, "Clini- 
cal Trials in IDDM: An Update," Julio V 
Santiago, prof., Dept. of Pediatrics, WU 
School of Medicine. Third Floor Aud., St. 
Louis Children's Hospital, 400 S. 
Kingshighway 
Noon. The WU Student and Employee 
Health Service and the Office of Women in 
Science and Medicine seminar, "Making 
the Decision to-Specialize," Elizabeth 
Pribor, director, WU/Barnes Hospital 
Outpatient Psychiatric Services. Wohl 
Hospital Bldg. Aud. 
2:30 p.m. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering 
colloquium, "Control, Coordination and 
Simulation of Multiple Robot Arms," Amir 
Shirkhodaie, research asst. prof, Dept. of 
Mechanical, Industrial and Nuclear Engi- 
neering, U. of Cincinnati. Room 100 
Cupples II Hall. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Chemistry seminar, "Orga- 
nophosphorus Chemistry: The Develop- 
ment of New Synthetic Methodologies," 
Slayton A. Evans Jr., prof, Dept. of Chem- 
istry, U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 
Room 311 McMillen Laboratory. (Coffee: 
3:40 p.m.) 
4 p.m. Dept. of Mathematics colloquium 
with Larry Zalcman, prof, Bar Ilan U, 
Israel. Room 199 Cupples I Hall. (Tea: 4 
p.m., Room 200.) 
4 p.m. Division of Biology and Biomedical 
Sciences Student-sponsored seminar, "New 
Components of the RNA Polymerase II 
Transcription Initiation Apparatus," Rich- 
ard Young, Whitehead Institute. Erlanger 
Aud., McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg. 
4:15 p.m. Dept. of Philosophy colloquium, 
"Intentionality and Explanation," Lynn 
Rudder Baker, prof, of philosophy, 
Middlebury College, Vermont. Living 
Room, Stix International House. 
Friday, Feb. 5 
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds, "Com- 
puter-assisted Decision Making — The 
Demise of the Greek Oracle," Michael G. 
Kahn, asst. prof, depts. of medicine and 
internal medicine, WU School of Medi- 
cine. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 
9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. School of Medicine 
presents a symposium sponsored by the 
Coleman Foundation, "Molecular 
Oncology: Novel Approaches to Under- 
standing and Treatment," featuring several 
guest speakers. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg. For more info., call 
362-8271. 
Noon. Dept. of Cell Biology and Physiol- 
ogy seminar, "A Mutational Analysis of 
Actin Function in vivo and in vitro," Peter 
A. Rubenstein, Dept. of Biochemistry, U. 
of Iowa College of Medicine. Room 423 
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sci- 
ences colloquium, "Deformation Partition- 
ing on an Active Rift Flank: Insights From 
the West-central Baikal Rift," Susan M. 
Agar, asst. prof, Dept. of Geological 
Sciences, Northwestern U Room 361 
Natural Sciences Bldg. 
6 and 8:30 p.m. WU Association Travel 
Lecture Series, "Germany," presented by 
Pat McCarrier, whose travel adventures 
include hitchhiking to Alaska, bicycling 
across Ireland, hiking in New Zealand and 
motorcycling through Mexico. Graham 
Chapel. Cost: $4.50 at the door. 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
9 a.m. Saturday Morning Neural Sciences 
seminar, "Normal and Abnormal Retinal 
Structure: Experimental Approaches," 
Steven J. Fliesler, Bethesda Eye Institute. 
Erlanger Aud., McDonnell Medical Sci- 
ences Bldg. 
11 a.m. Master of Liberal Arts program and 
University College Saturday Seminar 
Series present "Constructing Immigration 
Policy: Some Universal Issues in a World 
of Differently Situated Nations," Stephen 
H. Legomsky, prof, WU School of Law. 
Women's Bldg. Lounge. 
Monday, Feb. 8 
12:30 p.m. Society of Professors Emeriti 
luncheon and lecture, "Beyond Yin and 
Yang," George Ulett, clinical prof, and 
assoc. director, Missouri Institute of Mental 
Health. Whittemore House. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Biology lecture, "Cytoplas- 
mic Localization of mRNA in Early Droso- 
phila Development," Cris Cheney, asst. 
prof, Dept. of Genetics, WU School of 
Medicine. Room 322 Rebstock Hall. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Psychology colloquium, 
"Speech Perception and Aging: Cognitive 
and Auditory Factors," Mitchell Sommers, 
Dept. of Psychology, Indiana U. Room 102 
Eads Hall. (A reception will follow in 
Room 218.) 
4 p.m. Graduate Program in Immunology 
seminar, "Targeted Mutations in the Im- 
mune System," Klaus Rejewsky, prof., 
Institute of Genetics, U. of Cologne, Ger- 
many. Third Floor Aud., St. Louis 
Children's Hospital, 400 S. Kingshighway. 
6 p.m. Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology 
presents The Seventh Annual Daniel R. 
Biello Memorial Lecture, "New Horizons 
in Oncologic Nuclear Medicine," Richard 
L. Wahl, prof, of internal medicine and 
radiology, U of Michigan Medical Center, 
Ann Arbor. Scarpellino Aud., Mallinckrodt 
Institute of Radiology, WU Medical Center, 
510 S. Kingshighway. 
8 p.m. School of Architecture Monday 
Night Lecture Series with Phyllis Lambert, 
director, Canadian Center of Architecture. 
Steinberg Hall Aud. 
Tuesday, Feb. 9 
12:10 p.m. Program in Physical Therapy 
Brown Bag Research Seminar, "Prosthetic 
Fitting Systems," Michael Vannier, director, 
Division of Radiology Research, 
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology. Steven 
J. Rose Conference Room, third floor, East 
Bldg. 
Wednesday, Feb. 10 
8 a.m. Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Grand Rounds, "Disorders of Sexual 
Development," Michael Thomure, fellow in 
reproductive endocrinology, WU School of 
Medicine. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's 
Place. 
11 a.m. Assembly Series presents the 
Cultural Celebration Lecture, "But Some of 
My Best Friends Are: The Existence of 
Bigotry Around Us — What Can We Do?" 
Bertice Berry, comedian and social critic. 
Graham Chapel. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Biochemistry and Molecu- 
lar Biophysics seminar, "Protein Ligand 
Binding and Enzymatic Catalysis Studied 
by Vibrational Spectroscopy," Robert 
Callender, Dept. of Physics, City U. of New 
York. Con Aud., 660 S. Euclid Ave. 
Thursday, Feb. 11 
Noon. Dept. of Molecular Biology and 
Pharmacology lecture, "Biochemical and 
Molecular Approaches to the Study of the 
Mechanism of Programmed Neuronal 
Death," Eugene M. Johnson Jr., prof., Dept. 
of Molecular Biology and Pharmacology, 
WU School of Medicine. The Philip 
Needleman Library, Room 3907 South 
Bldg. 
Noon. Division of Biology and Biomedical 
Sciences presents The Lucille P. Markey 
Special Emphasis Pathway in Human 
Pathobiology 1993 Spring Seminar Series, 
"Developmental Regulation of Hemoglobin 
Genes," George Stamatoyannopoulos, U. of 
Washington. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg. 
Noon. WU Student and Employee Health 
Service and the Office of Women in Sci- 
ence and Medicine seminar, "Medical 
Marriages," Joan Luby, director of infant/ 
preschool clinic and instructor in psychia- 
try. Wohl Hospital Bldg. Aud. 
2:30 p.m. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering 
and Center for Computational Mechanics 
seminar, "The Symmetric Galerkin Bound- 
ary Element Method and BEM/FEM 
Coupling," Stefan M. Holzer, postdoctoral 
research fellow, WU Center for Computa- 
tional Mechanics. Room 100 Cupples II 
Hall. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Chemistry seminar, "Para- 
magnetic Chromium Alkyls: Structure and 
Reactivity," Klaus Theopold, prof, Dept. of 
Chemistry, U. of Delaware. Room 311 
McMillen Laboratory. (Coffee: 3:30 p.m.) 
4:30 p.m. Dept. of Mathematics 
colloquium, "Estimates on the Bergman 
Kernel and Mapping Properties of the 
Bergman Projection," Jeff McNeal, prof, 
Princeton U Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 
(Tea: 4 p.m., Room 200.) 
Friday, Feb. 12 
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds, "Infant 
Eating Disorders and Feeding Physiology: 
The Good, the Bad, the Ugly," Bradley T. 
Thach, prof., Dept. of Pediatrics, WU 
School of Medicine; Division of Newborn 
Medicine, St. Louis Children's Hospital. 
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 
11 a.m. Dept. of Computer Science 
colloquium, "Towards Uncheatable Bench- 
marks," Jin-Yi Cai, Dept. of Computer 
Science, Princeton U. Room 509C Bryan 
Hall. 
Noon. Dept. of Cell Biology and Physiol- 
ogy seminar, "New Aspects of Globin 
Gene Regulation: Locust Control and 
Higher Order DNA Structures," Timothy J. 
Ley, asst. prof., depts. of medicine and 
genetics, WU School of Medicine. Room 
423 McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sci- 
ences colloquium, "Subduction-zone 
Asperities as Stress Concentrators: Infer- 
ences From the October 16, 1981, Chilean 
Compressional Outer-rise Earthquake," 
Steve Mueller, National Research Council 
postdoctoral associate, U.S. Geological 
Survey, National Earthquake Information 
Center. Room 361 Natural Sciences Bldg. 
4 p.m. Dept. of Music Lecture Series 
presents "Hidden Syllables: The Syringa of 
John Ashberry and Elliot Carter," William 
Matheson, WU prof., comparative litera- 
ture. Room 8 Blewett Hall Annex. 
Saturday, Feb. 13 
11 a.m. Master of Liberal Arts program and 
University College Saturday Seminar 
Series present "Barriers and Gates: Race 
and Immigration Policy in the United 
States — A Historical Perspective," Nancy 
L. Grant, assoc. prof, WU Dept. of His- 
tory. Women's Bldg. Lounge. 
Performances 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
8 p.m. Edison Theatre "OVATIONS!" 
Series presents the Kodo Drummers of 
Japan. (Also Feb. 7,2 p.m.) Edison The- 
atre. Cost: $20 for the general public; $15 
for seniors and WU faculty and staff; and 
$10 for students. For more info, or reser- 
vations, call 935-6543. 
Saturday, Feb. 13 
8 p.m. Edison Theatre "OVATIONS!" 
Series presents Brian Bedford performing 
"The Lunatic, the Lover, and the Poet." 
Edison Theatre. Cost: $20 for the general 
public; $15 for seniors and WU faculty 
and staff; and $10 for students. For more 
info, or reservations, call 935-6543. 
Music 
Sunday, Feb. 7 
3:30 p.m. Dept. of Music presents a voice 
recital featuring soprano Suzanna George. 
Steinberg Hall Aud. 
7:30 p.m. Dept. of Music presents the 
University City Symphony Orchestra 
concert conducted by William 
Schatzkamer. Graham Chapel. 
Films 
Thursday, Feb. 4 
4 p.m. Dept. of Asian and Near Eastern 
Languages and Literatures Near Eastern 
Film Series presents "Scapegoat" (with 
English subtitles). Natural Sciences Bldg. 
Aud. 
Friday, Feb. 5 
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series 
presents "Thelma and Louise." (Also Feb. 
6, same times, and Feb. 7, 7 p.m.) Room 
100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. For 24-hour 
Filmboard hotline, call 935-5983. 
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series 
presents "River's Edge." (Also Feb. 6, 
same time, and Feb. 7,9:30 p.m.) Room 
100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. 
Monday, Feb. 8 
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Foreign Series 
presents "Nostalghia" (Russian and Italian 
with English subtitles). (Also Feb. 9, same 
times.) Room 100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. 
Wednesday, Feb. 10 
7 p.m. Dept. of Asian and Near Eastern 
Languages and Literatures Middle Ages 
Film Series presents "The Fisher King." 
Room 219 South Ridgley Hall. 
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Thursday, Feb. 11 
7 p.m. Dept. of Asian and Near Eastern 
Languages and Literatures Chinese Film 
Series presents "Rickshaw" (in Chinese). 
Room 219 South Ridgley Hall. 
Friday, Feb. 12 
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series 
presents "Casablanca." (Also Feb. 13, same 
times, and Feb. 14, 7 p.m.) Room 100 
Brown Hall. Cost: $3. 
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series 
presents "Dr. Strangelove." (Also Feb. 13, 
same time, and Feb. 14, 9:30 p.m.) Room 
100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3. 
Shakespeare's life told through his works 
Exhibitions 
"Fifteenth Annual High School Art Com- 
petition." Exhibit opening: 3 p.m. Feb. 7. 
Exhibit continues through Feb. 21. Bixby 
Gallery, Bixby Hall. Hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
weekdays; 1-5 p.m. weekends (closed Feb. 
15). Free. For more info., call 935-6597. 
"Bruce Nauman: Light Works." Through 
March 21. Gallery of Art, upper gallery, 
Steinberg Hall. Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
weekdays; 1-5 p.m. weekends. For more 
info., call 935-4523. 
"Works of Graphic Satire." Through Feb. 
19. Olin Library, Special Collections, Level 
5. Hours: 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays. For 
more info., call 935-5495. 
"Washington University Art Collections — 
19th- and 20th-century European and 
American Artists." Through May. Gallery 
of Art, lower gallery, Steinberg Hall. 
Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. 
weekends. For more info., call 935-4523. 
"Goddesses and Queens" coin exhibit. 
Through July 3. Gallery of Art, lower 
gallery, Steinberg Hall. Hours: 10 a.m.-5 
p.m. weekdays; 1 -5 p.m. weekends. For 
more info, call 935-4523. 
Miscellany 
Monday, Feb. 8 
4 p.m. The Task Force on Undergraduate 
Education presents a "Forum on the First 
Year." Simon Hall Aud. For more info, call 
935-5115. 
Friday, Feb. 12 
Noon. The Woman's Club of WU mini- 
luncheon and program, "Courageous 
Voices Echoing in Our Lives," presented by 
a group from the Older Women's League. 
Women's Bldg. Lounge. Cost: $5 for 
members and guests. Reservation deadline 
is Feb. 9. For more info, and reservations, 
call Annette Kimelman at 991 -1261 or Jan 
Kardos at 763-0523. 
Calendar guidelines 
Events sponsored by the University — its 
departments, schools, centers, organizations 
and its recognized student organizations — 
are published in the Calendar. All events are 
free and open to the public, unless otherwise 
noted. 
Calendar submissions should state time, 
date, place, sponsor, title of event, name of 
speakers) and affiliation, and admission 
cost. Quality promotional photographs with 
descriptions are welcome. Send items to 
Marie Doss at Box 1070 (or via fax: 935- 
4259). Submission forms are available by 
calling 935-8533. 
The deadline for all entries is noon Tuesday 
one week prior to publication. Late entries 
will not be printed. The Record is printed 
every Thursday during the school year, 
except holidays, and monthly during the 
summer. If you are uncertain about a dead- 
line, holiday schedule, or any other informa- 
tion, please call 935-8533. 
Renowned Shakespearean actor 
Brian Bedford will illuminate the 
Bard's psyche as he interweaves 
historical information and excerpts from 
Shakespeare's plays and sonnets during 
an upcoming Edison Theatre perfor- 
mance. Bedford's one-man show, titled 
"The Lunatic, the Lover & the Poet," has 
toured extensively in the United States. It 
will be offered one night only at 8 p.m. 
Feb. 13 in Edison Theatre. 
"The Lunatic, the Lover & the Poet" 
uses no scenery or costumes and only 
simple lighting, but "with all his art, 
Bedford held the full house in thrall for 
two hours," wrote the Pittsburgh Press. 
Bedford gives equal attention to 
Shakespeare's music, reciting many of 
the songs from various plays throughout 
the performance. 
Mel Gussow of The New York Times 
wrote of the performance, "the show 
achieves a theatricality, principally 
because of Mr. Bedford's zest for his 
subject and his versatility as a classical 
actor." 
Born in Yorkshire (England), Bedford 
attended the Royal Academy of Dramatic 
Art, where his classmates included 
Albert Finney, Peter O'Toole and Alan 
Bates. His first London appearance was 
in F. Scott Fitzgerald's "The Young and 
the Beautiful." Early in his career he also 
played Ariel in "The Tempest" with Sir 
John Gielgud, another well-known 
Shakespearean actor. Bedford's Broad- 
Edison play about - and for - adolescents 
"1\/W ur Mur," a powerful and physical 
XTX play about — and for — adoles- 
cents, will be presented at 2 p.m. Feb. 14 
in Edison Theatre. 
"Mur Mur" is part of Edison's "ova- 
tions! for young people" series. This 
series is designed to introduce young 
people to the excitement of live theatre. 
"This event is unusual for the 'ova- 
tions! for young people' series," says 
Managing Director Evy Warshawski. "The 
other events in the series are geared for 
ages 6 and up. With 'Mur Mur' we pur- 
posely are targeting teens and pre-teens. 
This is a very powerful play about grow- 
ing up, performed by one of Canada's 
premier children's theatre companies." 
Dynamo Theatre, a Montreal-based 
troupe that tours the United States, Europe 
and Canada, will perform the play. The 
10-year-old company has created and 
performed eight original productions. 
The performance is presented almost 
without words through body language and 
gymnastics. Five children, four 11 -year- 
olds and a younger brother of one of the 
four, act out schoolyard games around a 
large silent wall. The wall ("mur" in 
French, hence the title "Mur Mur") stands 
as a silent witness and a real participant in 
their noisy games, fickle friendships, 
flirting and disappointments. The charac- 
ters use the wall to announce who they 
love, to hide from each other and to show 
off their physical prowess. 
The three boys and two girls slide 
between bricks, balance breathtakingly on 
the edge and engage in playground games 
of tag and keep-away. They also play 
emotional games that adults will find 
more immediately recognizable — they 
attach, separate, wound unthinkingly, pay 
too much or too little attention, invariably 
at the wrong moment. 
Little brother Ralphie, the one with the 
stupid hat, goofy expression and obnox- 
ious whine, spends much of the play 
Students campaign 
to bring back Clinton 
Students are on the campaign trail to 
bring Bill Clinton back to campus. The 
student committee "Bring Back Bill!" 
launched an all-out letter-writing crusade 
on election day. The deadline for submit- 
ting letters is Feb. 8. Stamps are not 
needed because all of the letters will be 
sent in one large package to the White 
House. 
President George Bush, Ross Perot and 
President-elect Bill Clinton participated in 
the first nationally televised presidential 
debate of 1992, hosted by the University 
this past October. Mike Raibman, chair of 
Student Union, explained why the students 
want the newly elected president to return. 
"Bill Clinton will be our president for the 
next four years and his policies will have 
an impact upon all areas of our lives." 
President Bush spoke at Washington 
University in February 1989. It was his 
first visit to a university after his inaugura- 
tion. 
Letters may be dropped off at the Stu- 
dent Union office in the Women's Build- 
ing, or students may give them to residen- 
tial advisors. For more information, call 
Raibman or Gregg Walker at 935-5909. 
trying to be included in the older kids' 
games. In the end, he gets his revenge in a 
game of pretend. 
The (Albany) Times Union wrote of the 
show, '"Mur Mur' is a gem. It invites the 
younger set to come to the theatre from 
unexpected directions, to look at it in new 
and extremely pleasurable ways. More 
choreography than direction, it surpasses 
clever and approaches sublime." 
Tickets to "Mur Mur" and all "ova- 
tions! for young people" events are $7. 
For more information, call 935-6543. 
way debut came in 1959 with Peter 
Shaffer's "Five Finger Exercise," di- 
rected by Gielgud. 
Since then, Bedford has appeared in 
numerous American productions, in- 
cluding Moliere's "School for Wives," 
for which he won a Tony Award; Tom 
Stoppard's "Jumpers"; and Peter 
Shaffer's play "The Private Ear and the 
Public Eye." Bedford also has starred in 
national touring productions of 
"Equus," "Deathtrap," "Whose Life Is It 
Anyway?" and "The Real Thing." 
Bedford, who has lived in North 
America for more than 30 years, also is 
a leading actor in Canada's Stratford 
Festival. The actor's television credits 
include "Cheers," "Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents" and "Murder, She Wrote." He 
also lent his voice to Walt Disney's 
animated "Robin Hood." 
Bedford may be best known for his 
recent role in the New York production 
of "Two Shakespearean Actors," for 
which he received the New York Drama 
Desk Award as Best Actor and Outer 
Critics Circle and Tony Award nomina- 
tions. 
This performance of "The Lunatic, 
the Lover & the Poet" is part of Edison 
Theatre's "OVATIONS!" series. Tickets 
are $20 for the general public; $15 for 
seniors and Washington University 
faculty and staff; and $10 for students. 
For more information, call 935-6543. 
Sports 
Men's Basketball 
Last Week: Emory 78, Washington 71; 
NYU 83, Washington 78 
This Week: Carnegie Mellon Univer- 
sity, 8 p.m. (EST) Friday, Feb. 5, Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.; University of Chicago, 3 
p.m. Sunday, Feb. 7, Chicago, 111. 
Current Record: 9-9, 4-3 in UAA 
After pulling to within one-half game 
of New York University, the Bears 
dropped a pair of league games this 
past weekend and fell behind the na- 
tionally ranked Violets. 
The Bears started the first of four 
consecutive UAA road games in At- 
lanta against Emory University. Wash- 
ington jumped in front 40-31 at half- 
time, but the Red and Green were 
outscored 47-31 in the second half. 
Mired in foul trouble, senior forward 
Charlie Borsheim, La Crosse, Wis, was 
held to 14 points but still led the Bears 
in scoring. Freshmen Brent Dalrymple, 
Des Peres, Mo, and Gene Nolan, 
Chicago, 111, added 13 and 12 points, 
respectively. 
On Sunday, the UAA journey con- 
tinued to NYU where the Bears 
dropped an 83-78 heartbreaker to the 
nation's ninth-ranked squad. The Vio- 
lets are 15-1 overall and 7-1 in the 
league. The contest, which featured 
numerous ties and lead changes, was 
deadlocked at 75-75 with just over two 
minutes to play. NYU, however, 
outscored the Bears 8-3 down the 
stretch to claim their 24th straight 
regular-season homecourt win. Charlie 
Borsheim led the Bears with 26 points 
while Gene Nolan added 16. 
Women's Basketball 
Last Week: Washington 77, Emory 70; 
New York 73, Washington 65 
This Week: Carnegie Mellon Univer- 
sity, 6 p.m. (EST) Friday, Feb. 5, Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.; University of Chicago, 1 
p.m. Sunday, Feb. 7, Chicago, 111. 
Current Record: 16-2, 6-1 in UAA 
After extending their win streak to 11 
games with a win at Emory, the Bears 
came out on the short end for the first 
time in eight weeks by losing at NYU. 
Despite the loss, the Red and Green still 
hold a one-game lead over NYU in the 
UAA race. 
Junior Sarah Goldman, Nashville, 
Term, led the way against Emory, 
notching game-highs with 20 points 
and five assists. Freshman Dana 
Bryant, Franklin, Term, tallied 18 
points and a career-best 13 rebounds, 
and junior Brooke Kenyon, Phoenix, 
Ariz, notched a career-high 17 points. 
Emory entered the contest ranked 
second in the South region. The Bears 
are currently rated first in the Central 
region. 
On Sunday, only graduate student 
Carolyn Royce, Clayton, Mo, had the 
hot hand as NYU ended the Bears' 
nine-game winning streak in UAA play. 
Royce tallied 17 points against the 
Violets, who are ranked first in the East 
region. 
Men and Women's 
Swimming/Diving 
Last Week: Men: 2nd of 9 teams at 
Washington University Invitational; 
Women: 3rd of 9 teams at Washington 
University Invitational 
This Week: University Athletic Asso- 
ciation Championships, Wed.-Sat, Feb. 
10-13, Millstone Pool. 
Current Record: Men: 8-2; Women: 8-1 
The men's swimming and diving team 
surged to a second-place finish and the 
women placed third at last weekend's 
highly competitive Washington Univer- 
sity Invitational. The nine-team fields 
included Division I St. Louis University 
and Division II Missouri-St. Louis, 
Missouri-Rolla, and the University of 
Indianapolis. 
The men's effort was led by freshman 
Robert Powers, Shreveport, La.; senior 
Jason Coryell, Marion, Ind.; and junior 
Omar Ahmad, Manchester, Mo, who 
scored 43, 42, and 40 points, respec- 
tively. On the women's side, senior 
Jenny Schulenberg, Red Wing, Minn, 
was the sixth-highest point-getter at the 
meet, registering a University-best 51.5 
points. Junior Beanie Reuter, Scarsdale, 
N.Y., and senior Donna Hein, Winston- 
Salem, N.C, both scored 49 points, and 
senior Tara Reuben, Arlington Heights, 
111, chipped in with 48 points. 
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Journalists to discuss 
media, social agenda 
Local journalists will participate in a 
panel discussion on how the media 
covers today's social issues at 1:10 p.m. 
Thursday, Feb. 11, in the Brown Hall 
Lounge at the George Warren Brown 
School of Social Work. 
Jennifer Blome, KSDK-TV anchor- 
woman and a graduate student in the 
University's School of Social Work, will 
serve as moderator for "The Media and 
the Social Agenda." The panelists will be: 
Charles Brennan, KMOX Radio host for 
"Morning Meeting" and "At Your Ser- 
vice"; Bill McClellan, columnist for the 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch; and Robin Smith, 
KMOV-TV anchorwoman and reporter. 
The panelists will explore the relation- 
ship between the press and today's social 
concerns, such as AIDS and the homeless. 
Panelists will discuss such topics as: Does 
the media set the social agenda or merely 
reflect it? Are journalists responsible for 
reporting today's pressing social issues? 
"Despite conventional wisdom, social 
issues are the central issues of the 1990s, 
and the media play a key role in defining 
or distorting them," said Shanti Khinduka, 
Ph.D, dean of the School of Social Work. 
For more information, call 935-6606. 
Celebration -from page 1 
A frequent guest on radio and television, 
Berry has appeared on programs as diverse 
as "The Oprah Winfrey Show" and CNN's 
"Crossfire." It was during her appearance 
on "Oprah" that a former producer saw her 
and convinced her to approach Twentieth 
Television, whose officials offered her a 
contract. Beginning this September, Berry 
will host her own hourlong daily talk show, 
"The Bertice Berry Show." To date, the 
program has been sold to 77 stations repre- 
senting 71 percent of the country. Berry's 
appearance at Washington is her last lecture 
before the show begins. 
Following is a schedule of Cultural 
Celebration events, excluding Berry's 
lecture and related events: 
Monday, Feb. 8 — Taste of the World. 4 
to 6 p.m. Mallinckrodt Center. Booths will 
feature international foods, costumes and 
artifacts. 
Tuesday, Feb. 9 — Multicultural Film/ 
Forum: 7 to 10 p.m. Friedman Lounge, 
Wohl Center. The film "China Girl" will be 
shown. The film is about a young Chinese 
girl and Italian boy falling in love in New 
York City despite their cultural differences. 
Following the showing, a forum featuring 
Adam Rugo, a Ph.D. candidate in history, 
will focus on how ethnic groups are por- 
trayed in American films. 
Thursday, Feb. 11 — International 
dinner and fashion fair. 5 to 7 p.m. Center 
Court, Wohl Center. The event will feature 
models wearing stylish cultural fashions, an 
international buffet and a performance by 
ethnic dancers. For reservations, call the 
Campus Y at 935-5010. The cost is $6.95 
Friday, Feb. 12 — Caribbean Festival. 8 
p.m. to 1 a.m. The Gargoyle, Mallinckrodt 
Center. The Cultural Celebration finale will 
feature food from various parts of the 
Caribbean, such as Jamaica, Haiti and 
Puerto Rico. The band Reggae at Will is 
scheduled to perform. Individuals must 
have a Washington ID or be a student's 
guest. 
Cultural Celebration is co-sponsored by 
the African and Afro-American Studies 
program, the African Student Association, 
ASHOKA — the Indian student associa- 
tion, the Association of Black Students, 
Campus Y, Office of Residential Life, 
Office of Student Activities, Office of 
Student Affairs, the George Warren Brown 
School of Social Work, Society of Black 
Student Social Workers, STIX International 
House and Student Educational Service. 
The celebration also is sponsored by Coca- 
Cola, Proctor & Gamble, Rent-A-Center 
and Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Ser- 
vices LTD. 
For more information on Cultural Cel- 
ebration events, call 935-5010. The Cultural 
Celebration lecture is co-sponsored by the 
Assembly Series, Society of Black Student 
Social Workers and Student Union. For 
more information about the lecture, call 
935^620. 
School of Fine Arts alumna Jacqueline Power (right) and Bixby Gallery Director Libby Reuter sort through entries to the 
Fifteenth Annual High School Art Competition. Power, adjunct professor of art at Fontbonne College, was the judge for 
the show, which will include work by more than 100 area high school students. The exhibit will run from Feb. 7 to 21 in 
Bixby Gallery, Bixby Hall. 
Lo's book triggers post-modern era in Taiwan's art scene -/rampage i 
He also will work with the Interna- 
tional Writers Center as that group's first 
Asian writer-in-residence. His stay will 
culminate with a one-man show, part of 
the Saint Louis Art Museum's series of 
contemporary artists "Currents." 
"Lo Ching is internationally known 
for his work," said Matheson. "In Taiwan 
he is very much a part of the avant 
garde. He will be an invaluable resource 
for students." 
Though he is now widely appreciated, 
Lo says his first book of published 
poetry, Ways to Eat Watermelon, was not 
greeted with blanket enthusiasm. Critics 
initially dismissed the work as too light. 
"It was quite controversial among the 
critics," says Lo, "However, I got a lot of 
letters from common readers who en- 
joyed it very much." 
The letter that most impressed him 
was from an elementary school child 
who pointed out, ever so tactfully, that 
Lo couldn't count. The book, the boy 
said, implies six poems when in fact 
there are only five. And, he added, the 
fifth poem is hardly a poem at all —just 
the words "Eat It First." 
Finally, a well-known Taiwanese 
literature critic recognized the merit of 
Lo's work. "I was suggesting that you 
can eat watermelon — or do whatever 
— in your own way, you just can't force 
others to do it that way," he says. 
The book went on to win a national 
prize and triggered the beginning of the 
post-modern era in Taiwan's art scene, 
shutting the door on a movement Lo had 
little use for: modernism. "Modernism 
was so serious and full of disdain. Writ- 
ers irritated readers by doing weird 
things. I appreciated modernists as 
artists, but I didn't worship them. I 
believe you don't always have to pretend 
life is tragic. You can write something 
that is pleasant and humorous and yet is 
still meaningful," he said. 
In fact, his "good-natured satire" is 
one of the things that most impresses 
Nelson I. Wu, Ph.D., the Edward 
Mallinckrodt Distinguished University 
Professor Emeritus of History of Art and 
Chinese Culture at Washington Univer- 
sity. Wu, an art historian, wrote one of 
Taiwan's most popular books — Songs 
Never to End. In a newspaper contest, 
the Taiwanese people named Wu's book 
as the most profoundly influential book 
of the 1950s. 
"He has proven to be very inventive," 
says Wu of Lo Ching. "He is not afraid 
to experiment. Something that most 
impressed me about him is that he was 
inventive for fun. He did it all for fun 
and consequently he was successful. 
"But above all what I most see in him 
is a kind of hope for the next generation 
of artists," he says. 
"Absolutely Speechless" by Lo Ching. 
This is Lo's first time as a teacher in 
America, though he was a student, 
having received his master's degree in 
comparative literature in 1974 from the 
University of Washington, Seattle. After 
two weeks of teaching American stu- 
dents, he describes them as curious and 
eager. "They ask a lot of questions, 
something students don't do at home," 
he said. 
In addition to teaching, Lo will 
continue to paint and write. In his office 
hang three paintings he has finished 
since arriving in the beginning of Janu- 
ary. His favorite hangs in the middle, a 
moody winter scene of dry trees and 
red-roofed houses. In the corner of the 
painting, a warm glow emanates from a 
lamp in a book-filled study. 
As is the case with all of his paint- 
ings, Lo said he was master of the piece 
until it was about 70 percent complete. 
"At that point, you hang the painting and 
try to make friends with it," he says. 
"You try to understand it, and then the 
painting tells you what to do." While 
contemplating this particular painting, 
Lo realized it was a subtle or unconcious 
reflection of his impression of Nelson I. 
Wu. Lo met Wu briefly five years ago on 
a trip to St. Louis and visited him again 
after arriving last month. The two agreed 
to meet weekly for conversation. Lo 
plans to write a series of articles on Wu 
for a journal he edits in Taiwan. 
"When I was thinking about this 
painting, I realized it was him. He is in 
his 70s and retired but still very active 
intellectually, perhaps frustrated that he 
is not working more," says Lo. 
In the corner of the painting is a 
phrase that describes Lo's feelings on 
Wu: "In the maturing autumn sun, fall- 
ing on the desk in my studio is a fra- 
grant, delicious apple." 
— Nancy Mays 
ActOrS StudiO -from page 1 
in the Mallinckrodt Center Drama Stu- 
dio. 
After receiving a bachelor's degree 
in English from the University, Hotchner 
went on to write plays, musicals and 
screenplays. He is best known for his 
book Papa Hemingway, a biography of 
Ernest Hemingway. Hotchner also wrote 
scripts for "Playhouse 90," a popular 
television program in the 1950s. Many 
of his scripts were adapted from 
Hemingway's short stories. Hotchner's 
screenplay for Hemingway's The Battler 
gave Paul Newman his first leading role. 
Hotchner, a close friend and neighbor 
of Paul Newman, began an "accidental" 
business venture with him in 1982. 
The pair used to make salad dressing 
for their friends at Christmastime. Even- 
tually, their creation became so popular 
that they decided to market it. Within 
two years, they netted $1 million. The 
two men founded the Newman's Own 
food company, which now makes and 
markets popcorn, spaghetti sauce, salsa 
and lemonade, in addition to salad 
dressing. All proceeds from this joint 
venture are given to charity. 
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Engle named track 
and field coach 
Troy Engle, formerly the associate 
head coach of men's track and 
field at Swarthmore (Perm.) Col- 
lege, has been named head coach of men 
and women's track and field at Washing- 
ton University, according to John Schael, 
director of athletics. Engle succeeds Ted 
Gibbons, who now serves as head field 
coach at the University of Connecticut. 
In addition to his track and field duties 
at Swarthmore, Engle had served as head 
coach of men's 
cross country 




since July 1991. 
During various 
periods between 
June 1985 to 
May 1987, he 
worked at 
Troy Engle Swarthmore as 
an assistant coach of men and women's 
track and field and assistant coach of 
men's basketball, sports information 
director and assistant to the director of 
athletics. 
Engle also served as sports and recre- 
ation officer for the Manus Province in 
Papua, New Guinea, track and field coach 
of Papua's National Sports Institute and 
lecturer of physical education at the Uni- 
versity of Papua, New Guinea-Goroka 
Teachers' College. Engle's first coaching 
job was at Amherst (Mass.) College, his 
alma mater, where he worked as an assis- 
tant coach of men and women's track and 
cross country. 
An accomplished track competitor, 
Engle was a U.S. National Track and Field 
Team member in 1984. He placed sixth in 
the 50-kilometer walk in the 1984 U.S. 
Olympic Trials, as well as 11th in the 20- 
kilometer walk. From July 1983 to August 
1984, he was a permanent resident of the 
U.S. Olympic Training Center in Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 
Engle received his bachelor's degree in 
economics from Amherst in 1983. He 
received his master's degree in sports 
management in 1985 from the University 
of Massachusetts in Amherst. He also has 
taken continuing education courses in 
sports psychology and resistance training 




The Record is running a series 
profiling new faculty on the Hilltop 
and Medical campuses. 
Joseph M. Smith, M.D, Ph.D., assis- 
tant professor of medicine, comes to 
Washington University from Harvard 
Medical School, after spending a year 
of subspecialty training as a clinical 
fellow in the Cardiac Electrophysiol- 
ogy Group of the Krannert Institute of 
Cardiology at Indiana University. His 
research interests focus on the applica- 
tion of quantitative techniques from 
engineering and physics toward ob- 
taining a better understanding of the 
mechanisms responsible for abnormal 
heart rhythms. Among his honors are 
the 1978 Greenberg Fellowship Award 
for Excellence in Engineering from 
The Johns Hopkins University, and the 
1981 -83 Poitras Fellowship Award in 
Medical Engineering from the 
Harvard-Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology's (MIT) Division of 
Health Sciences and Technology. He 
received his bachelor's degree in 
electrical engineering from Johns 
Hopkins in 1979, and his master's 
degree in the same field from MIT in 
1982. He received his doctorate in 
medical engineering from the 
Harvard-MIT Division of Health 
Sciences and Technology in 1985, and 
his medical degree from Harvard 
Medical School in 1987. 
For The Record 
For The Record contains news about a wide 
variety of faculty and staff scholarly and 
professional activities. 
Of note 
David H. Alpers, M.D., professor of 
medicine, received a $280,911 grant from 
the National Institute of Diabetes and 
Digestive and Kidney Diseases for a 
research project titled "Intestinal Protein 
Metabolism and Function." ... 
Teri M. Clemens, head coach of the 
women's volleyball team, was named 
NCAA Division III National Coach of the 
Year by Asics/Volleyball Monthly. 
Clemens recently led the team to its 
second consecutive NCAA Division III 
championship and third title in four years. 
The Bears finished 40-0 to become the 
first undefeated national titleholder in 
Division III history. Clemens is the only 
female coach whose team has won a 
Division III crown. ... 
Susan E. Mackinnon, M.D., professor 
of surgery, received a $10,000 grant from 
The American Association of Hand 
Surgery for a research project on "The 
Effect of Duration of Muscle Denervation 
of Functional Recovery in the Rat 
Model." 
Speaking of 
Engin D. Akarli, Ph.D., associate profes- 
sor of history, gave an invited talk on 
"Religion and Nationhood in Lebanon" at 
Yale University. He also participated in a 
workshop on "The Systems of Empires 
and Social Science Models" at Harvard 
University. ... 
Stephan K. Schindler, Ph.D., assistant 
professor of Germanic languages and 
literatures, presented two papers at the 
Modern Language Association's annual 
convention, which was held in New York. 
His papers were titled "Die Frau als 
Lebende Tote: Goethes Mutter" (Women 
as the Living Dead: Goethes Mutter) and 
"Homophil und Nekrophil: Jung-Stillings 
Patriarchalische Idylle" (Homosocial and 
Necrophilia: Jung-Stillings' Patriarchy). ... 
While conducting research and writing 
in Augsburg, Germany, Gerhild Scholz 
Williams, Ph.D., professor of Germanic 
languages and literatures, delivered 
lectures on magic, witchcraft and the 
Fun means funds 
at Olin auction 
Wine-tasting parties with manufactur- 
ing management professor Dean 
Kropp, a golf outing with MBA student 
adviser Jim Sidwell and a night at the sym- 
phony with Dean Robert L. Virgil and his 
wife, Gerry, — these are just a few of the 
items auctioned Jan. 22 by the business 
school's Women in Management Club. 
"The event was wildly successful," says 
Clara Rouse, auction chair and a first-year 
MBA student at the Olin School of Busi- 
ness. "We had more people donating than 
ever before." 
Organizers say they raised more than 
$3,300 from the auction, which featured 
many items or "events" donated by business 
school faculty and staff. The auction in- 
cluded such innovative items as "a night of 
Frank Sinatra music" at the home of Russell 
Roberts, director of the business school's 
Management Center. 
Olin professors Morton Pincus and 
Kropp volunteered to call for bids at the 
auction. Kropp also offered for bidding a 
night of wine tasting at his home for a group 
of 16 students. But the bidding was so 
intense between two groups that Kropp sold 
the "seminars" to both groups at $700 each. 
Women in Management is an Olin 
student organization that sponsors speeches, 
networking events and other professional 
development programs for women in busi- 
ness. Funds raised will be used for club 
programs and to provide a $1,000 scholar- 
ship to a woman in Olin's first-year MBA 
class. 
Discoveries at various European universi- 
ties. She also presented a paper during a 
conference on the 400th anniversary of the 
Salem witch trials. The conference was 
held at the Johannes-Gutenberg-University 
in Mainz, Germany. She presented a paper 
during a colloquium on Gutenberg and 
Kolumbus held at the Institute of Cultural 
History in Essen. 
To press 
A paper titled "Chapter 11 's New Ten-Ton 
Monster: The PBGC (Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corp.) in Bankruptcy," by Daniel 
L. Keating, J.D., associate professor of law, 
is scheduled to appear in the April 1993 issue 
of the Minnesota Law Review. His paper 
titled "Bankruptcy Code S 1114: Congress' 
Empty Response to the Retiree Plight" is 
scheduled to appear in the winter 1993 issue 
of the American Bankruptcy Law Journal. ... 
Williams & Wilkins published the 
second edition of Micrpbial Disease, a 
book co-edited by Gerald Medoff, M.D., 
professor of medicine, co-director of the 
Infectious Diseases Division and vice 
chair of internal medicine. ... 
Little, Brown and Co. published the 
27th edition of the Department of 
Medicine's Manual of Medical Thera- 
peutics, which was co-edited by Alison 
I. Whelan, M.D, and Michele C. 
Woodley, M.D., both instructors of 
medicine. 
Etc. 
Robert Wykes, D.M.A., professor 
emeritus of music, composed a piece 
titled "For You Shall Go Out With Joy," 
which premiered at Christ Church 
Cathedral in St. Louis. The Diocese of 
Missouri commissioned the work to 
mark the induction of the Rev. Hays H. 
Rockwell as bishop. The Jacomo Chorale 
of Blue Springs (Mo.) Community 
College commissioned Wyke's work 
titled "Three Choral Miniatures." The 
work recently premiered at the college. 
Guidelines for submitting copy: 
Send your full name, complete title, depart- 
ment, phone number, and highest-earned 
degree, along with a typed description of 
your noteworthy activity to For The Record, 
do Carolyn Sanford, Campus Box 1070. 
Items must not exceed 75 words. For infor- 
mation, call Carolyn Sanford at 935-5293. 
Koopman, former professor, dies 
Richard J.W Koopman, Ph.D., pro- 
fessor emeritus of electrical engi- 
neering, died Jan. 22 at the 
Bethesda Dilworth Memorial Home in 
Oakland, Mo. Koopman, who died from 
infirmities of age, was 87. 
Koopman, a longtime Brentwood 
resident, was a professor of electrical 
engineering at Washington from 1946 
until he retired in 1973. He continued to 
teach part time at the University until 
1982. He was appointed chair of the 
department in 1949 and served in that 
capacity until 1965. 
During his University career, Koopman 
was an engineer and consultant on guided- 
missile projects, project director of servo- 
mechanisms improvement and director of a 
Naval ordnance plant fire-control project. 
Koopman received a bachelor's de- 
gree in electrical engineering in 1928 
from the University of Missouri-Colum- 
bia. He taught at Yale University from 
1930 to 1932 and received his master's 
degree in electrical engineering from 
there in 1933. He also taught at Michi- 
gan Technological University and the 
University of Kansas. In 1942 he earned 
the first doctorate in electrical engineer- 
ing granted by the University of Mis- 
souri-Columbia. 
A funeral service was held Jan. 26 at 
the Brentwood Congregational Church. 
Among Koopman's survivors are his 
wife, Nellie E. Koopman, of Brentwood; 
a son and daughter-in-law, Nelson and 
Mary Koopman of Hinsdale, 111.; and a 
granddaughter, Laura. 
Input sought for improving student's first year 
rfln nccpcc Vimx/ Wachino-tnn TTniv#»rcirv nncal frtr imnrnvina ctiirtf*ntc' firct_\/f»ar To assess how ashington University 
can enhance the experiences of first- 
year students, the Task Force on Under- 
graduate Education will sponsor a forum 
from 4 to 6 p.m. Monday, Feb. 8, in 
Simon Hall's May Auditorium. 
Burton Wheeler, Ph.D., professor of 
English and chair of the 29-member task 
force, said his group is seeking responses 
to such questions as "Do students need 
more peer advisers and more counsel 
from their academic advisers? What 
extracurricular activities have students 
found the most valuable? Would a re- 
quired orientation course be useful? What 
problems exist with the size and formats 
of courses?" 
Anyone who wishes to present a pro- 
posal for i proving students' first-year 
experience may do so by contacting 
Wheeler at 935-5115, Assistant Dean 
Sarah N. Russell at 935-7342, or junior 
Benjamin Tritle at 935-1210. The task 
force will ask some faculty and students 
to summarize their proposals during the 
forum. Other individuals with questions 
or brief statements also may speak at the 
event. 
Provost Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., 
appointed the task force last October in 
response to the Committee to Prepare for 
the 21st Century's recommendation to 
address the quality of undergraduate 
education both in and outside the class- 
room. The task force's current focus is on 
students' first-year experience. 
The following is a recent release available at the Campus Bookstore in Mallinckrodt Center on the Hilltop Campus 
or at the Washington University Medical Bookstore in the Olin Residence Hall. For more information, call 935- 
5500 (Hilltop Campus) or 362-3240 (Medical School). 
Aesthetic Legacies is the title of a new book by Lucian 
Krukowski, Ph.D., professor of philosophy. The author 
traces the influence of three 19th-century theories of art 
through 20th-century modernism and into the post- 
modernist present. Following the theories of Kant, 
Schopenhauer and Hegel, Krukowski first discusses how 
each philosopher locates the aesthetic within the frame- 
work of the philosophical system. He then identifies each 
theory through a dominant theme and traces the transfor- 
mations of these themes into later thought and practice. 
(Temple University Press) 
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Opportunities news 
Hilltop Campus 
The following is a list of positions available 
on the Hilltop Campus. Information regard- 
ing these and other positions may be ob- 
tained in the Office of Human Resources, 
Room 126 North Brookings Hall, or by 
calling 935-5990. 
Contract and Grant Coordinator 
930053. School of Social Work. Require- 
ments: Bachelor's degree with accounting 
background; strong communication and 
interpersonal skills; experience in funded 
research and administration and working 
with federal governmental agencies and 
foundations; PC word processing and 
spreadsheet skills; ability to organize and 
work on deadline; typing 40 wpm with 
accuracy. Clerical testing and three letters of 
recommendation required. 
Researcher 
930110. Development Services. Require- 
ments: Bachelor's degree, liberal arts back- 
ground preferred; strong research and writ- 
ing skills; typing 35 wpm with accuracy. 
Application, resume and three letters of 
recommendation required. 
Department Secretary 
930120. Alumni and Development. Require- 
ments: Specialized secretarial and business 
training; minimum of two years office 
experience, reflecting excellent word pro- 
cessing; typing 40 wpm with accuracy; and 
organizational skills. Individual should have 
a strong command of the English language 
and must be able to deal with multiple 
priorities with minimal supervision. Over- 
time, including nights, weekends, etc. essen- 
tial, as is a good personality and good 
grooming. Clerical tests and three letters of 
recommendation required. 
Administrative Secretary 
930124. Office of Public Affairs. Require- 
ments: High school graduate, secretarial 
school preferred; typing 50 wpm with 
accuracy. Candidate should be highly orga- 
nized, people-oriented self-motivated and 
possess a can-do attitude. Clerical tests and 
three letters of recommendation required. 
Administrative Assistant 
930125. Chemical Engineering. Require- 
ments: High school graduate, some college 
preferred; typing 50 wpm with accuracy; as 
much as five years office experience would 
be beneficial, especially if the individual 
interacted with others; some supervisory 
experience. Clerical tests and three letters of 
recommendation required. 
Administrative Coordinator, CRO 
Program 
930129. Research Office. Requirements: 
Two years of college, bachelor's degree 
preferred. Support the associate vice chan- 
cellor for research and the director of the 
medical school's corporate research oppor- 
tunities program by assembling scientific 
and marketing information, drafting corre- 
spondence, managing special project devel- 
opment, drafting reports, employing data 
base searching and data base management 
skills. Must be capable of smooth written 
and verbal interaction with medical school 
faculty, Research Office technology transfer 
(patents and licensing) staff, and representa- 
tives from R&D or legal departments of 
companies. Initiative, judgment and mature 
communications skills required. Deadline is 
Feb. 15. Resume and three letters of recom- 
mendation required. 
Department Secretary 
930135. Alumni and Development Pro- 
grams. Requirements: Associate's degree or 
equivalent; specialized secretarial and busi- 
ness training; must be detail-oriented; three 
years general office experience; typing 50 
wpm with accuracy; good command of 
English; must be alert and well-spoken; 
must be able to deal with multiple priorities 
and have a pleasant personality; must be 
able to work well with and relate easily to 
people. Clerical tests and three letters of 
recommendation required. 
Assistant Receptionist/Clerical Assistant 
930137. Office of Financial Aid. Require- 
ments: One year of college-level study; 
typing 40 wpm with accuracy; ability to 
work industriously and accurately in a well- 
organized manner; ability to maintain 
efficiency and composure under pressure, 
especially from multiple phone calls and 
frequent student requests; ability to work 
with a friendly, courteous manner; ability to 
maintain accurate and orderly records; 
ability to change or work on two or more 
projects simultaneously. Clerical tests and 
three letters of recommendation required. 
Cashier 
930138. Accounting Services. Require- 
ments: One year cash-handling experience 
or one year bookkeeping experience or three 
semester hours of accounting; must be 
courteous, tactful, and have the ability to 
organize and control a heavy volume of 
work; ability to qualify for satisfactory 
bond; high clerical and mathematical apti- 
tude preferred; excellent communication 
skills; ability to deal effectively with people; 
proficiency in the operation of office equip- 
ment with CRT experience preferred. Cleri- 
cal tests and three letters of recommenda- 
tion required. 
Researcher 
930141. Development Services. Require- 
ments: Bachelor's degree, liberal arts back- 
ground preferred; strong research and 
writing skills; typing 35 wpm with accuracy. 
Application, resume and three letters of 
recommendation required. 
Project Manager 
930143. Facilities Planning and Manage- 
ment. Requirements: College degree in 
engineering/construction/architecture; 
minimum five years project management 
experience in both design and construction; 
ability to read and interpret plans and speci- 
fications; capable of working with and 
motivating design professionals and con- 
tractors; ability to organize time and priori- 
ties to be most productive; self-motivated, 
responsible and mature individual; good 
communication skills a necessity; must 
possess a good working knowledge of the 
design and construction industry to assess 
quality of the work being performed; ability 
to make judgments on acceptability, proper 
means and methods of design and construc- 
tion. Resume and three letters of recommen- 
dation required. 
Stockroom Manager 
930144. Biology. Requirements: Ability to 
use FIS programs; previous stockroom/ 
receiving experience highly desirable; 
willingness to handle hazardous chemicals 
and radioactive materials; ability to do 
heavy lifting and move heavy objects; able 
to exercise judgment and work with mini- 
mal supervision; typing 25 wpm with 
accuracy. Clerical tests and three letters of 
recommendation required. 
Senior Technician 
930145. Biology. Requirements: Bachelor's 
degree; safe handling of biohazardous 
materials. Duties: To conduct research on 
Mycobacteria. Deadline is Feb. 15. Resume 
and three letters of recommendation re- 
quired. 
Laboratory Aide 
930146. Biology. Requirements: High 
school graduate; safe handling of 
biohazardous waste. Duties: glassware 
pickup and processing; housekeeping; 
media preparation; run errands for depart- 
ment. Application and three letters of rec- 
ommendation required. 
Financial Analyst 
930148. Arts and Sciences. Requirements: 
Bachelor's degree. Assist in preparation, 
analysis and review of yearly operating 
budget; assist with year-end closing and 
preparing appropriate year-end analysis; do 
special research projects within the account- 
ing and budgetary area; compile the appro- 
priate data, prepare reports and analyses; 
prepare monthly/quarterly/semester reports 
on contingency budgets, tuition allocation, 
other expenses and salary; assist departmen- 
tal staff with budgetary and accounting 
questions; process departmental budget 
adjustments and review check requests; 
demonstrate working knowledge of Arts and 
Sciences procedures and policies; provide 
assistance to the director in the proper 
implementation of school procedures. 
Resume and three letters of recommenda- 
tion required. 
Director, Sponsored Projects Services 
Research Office. Requirements: Bachelor's 
degree; experience in principles of manage- 
ment of public funds by universities, govern- 
ment contracting practices, government 
regulations affecting research universities. 
Supervise and provide services in the area of 
federal and non-profit research funding to 
the University. Supervision of personnel to 
grade 10 required; interact and problem 
solve with faculty, administrators, agency 
personnel; monitor and analyze public 
policy, develop management systems to 
promote smooth function between different 
university departments; supervisory and 
position specific experience required. Dead- 
line is March 15. Send resume and contact 
information for three references to: Associ- 
ate Vice Chancellor for Research, Washing- 
ton University, Campus Box 8013, 724 S. 
Euclid Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110. 
Director 
Research Office. Requirements: Master's 
degree, doctorate preferred graduate-level 
training in science or business; up-to-date 
technical knowledge of several of the fol- 
lowing areas: biotechnology, pharmacology, 
medical devices and medical imaging; 
ability to extrapolate from scientific interest 
to commercial application; strong synthetic 
and analytical skill and presentation abili- 
ties. Direct a new program to generate 
corporate support for medical research; 
develop a networking capability through 
personal interaction with medical school 
faculty and corporate R7D managers; inter- 
act with Research Office staff involved with 
technology transfer (patents and licensing). 
Deadline is March 15. Applicants should 
send a CV and cover letter containing 
names, titles, addresses and phone numbers 
of three references to: Susan E. Cullen, 
Ph.D., Associate Vice Chancellor for Re- 
search, Washington University, Campus Box 
8013,724 S. Euclid Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 
63110 
Medical Campus 
The following is a partial list of positions 
available at the School of Medicine. Em- 
ployees who are interested in submitting a 
transfer request should contact the Human 
Resources Department of the medical school 
at 362-4920 to request an application. 
External candidates may call 362-7195 for 
information regarding application proce- 
dures or may submit a resume to the Human 
Resources office located at 4480 Clayton 
Ave., Campus Box 8002, St. Louis, Mo. 
63110. Please note that the medical school 
does not disclose salary information for 
vacancies, and the office strongly discour- 
ages inquiries to departments other than 
Human Resources. 
Driver/Vehicle Operator I, Part-time 
930249. Schedule: 20 hours a week, 2 to 6 
p.m., also fill in for vacations and sick days. 
Requirements: High school graduate/ 
equivalent; must have valid chauffeur's 
license. Prefer individual with school bus 
and/or other professional driving experi- 
ence. 
Medical Technologist I, Part-time 
930408. Pediatrics. Schedule: 16 hours a 
week, Saturday and Sunday evenings with 
some holidays and weekdays. Require- 
ments: Bachelor's degree with one year 
hematology experience; prefer MT(ASCP)/ 
equivalent accreditation. Will perform 
hematology, coagulation and urinalysis 
tests. 
Systems Operator, Part-time 
930455. Biological Chemistry. Schedule: 
20 hours a week, negotiable. Requirements: 
Four years college, bachelor's degree in 
math, computer science or related field 
preferred; desire individual with one to two 
years hands-on experience. Should have 
good communications skills and the ability 
to instruct non-computer individuals; 
operations experience preferred; BSD, 
UNIX or SUNOS experience. 
Clinical Therapy Tech II 
930468. Internal Medicine. Requirements: 
High school graduate/equivalent, prefer two 
years college/equivalent working experi- 
ence. Experience in the medical field would 
be helpful; prefer individual with medical 
assistant certificate; phlebotomy experience 
highly desired. 
Statistical Data Analyst 
930485. Biostatistics. Requirements: 
Bachelor's degree, prefer master's degree in 
statistics, computer or related field or 
equivalent experience. Must have experi- 
ence with statistical software such as SAS; 
prefer experience in biostatistics, biomedi- 
cal and/or clinical studies. 
Medical Secretary II 
930515. Barnard Cancer Center. Require- 
ments: High school graduate/equivalent, 
some college preferred; typing 60 wpm 
with knowledge of medical terminology; 
desire individual with experience on the 
Macintosh computer. 
Medical Research Technician 
930523. Infectious Diseases. Requirements: 
Bachelor's degree with lab experience 
preferably in bact. and recombinant DNA 
techniques and cell culture with interest in 
virology. Must have excellent organiza- 
tional and recordkeeping skills and have the 
ability to work in a group environment. 
Medical Technologist I 
930528. Pediatrics. Requirements: 
Bachelor's degree with MT(ASCP) or 
HEW certification or eligibility; prefer a 
minimum of one year microbiology experi- 
ence. Some exposure to biohazardous 
materials is possible; will be reading CSF, 
throat, blood and other miscellaneous 
cultures and evaluating growth on culture 
media. 
Library Associate, Part-time 
930531. Medical Library. Schedule: Some 
Saturday, Sunday and weekday evenings. 
Requirements: Bachelor's degree, prefer 
master's degree; good written and oral 
communication skills. Applicant must be 
flexible and have supervisory experience; 
should have experience using PC or 
Macintosh; able to work well with the 
public. 
Medical Transcriptionist 
930534. Neurology. Requirements: High 
school graduate/equivalent, one to two 
years experience in a medical setting; 
typing 60 wpm; knowledge of medical 
terminology. Must be familiar with word 
processing, preferably WordPerfect. 
